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The ANWB campsite inspections 
 

What counts and how does a campsite earn points? 
 

The ANWB inspects the quality of campsites in order to provide its members with 

good information. In this document we will explain what our inspectors look for 

and how you as a campsite can earn points.   

 

The collaboration between the ANWB and ADAC on campsite inspections ended as of 

1 January 2016. This means that the ANWB is again inspecting campsites independently. The 

ANWB has taken this opportunity to simplify the classification model and to include diverse 

points of improvement suggested by campers and campsite owners.  

 

All of the information about the new campsite inspections is given below. Beginning in the 

summer of 2016, the ANWB campsite inspectors will use this new method.   

 

Stars 

The final scores of the ANWB campsite inspections are given in stars on a scale of 0 to 5; half-

stars are also possible. The campsite’s score remains valid until it is inspected again.  

 

ANWB campsite inspections summarised: 

 The ANWB no longer does inspections with ADAC 

 Inspection better meets the needs of the camper 

 Total score 0 to 5, half-stars also possible 

 Campsite retains current number of stars until the next inspection 

 

Total of 1000 points 

 

According to the ANWB classification, a campsite can be awarded a total of 1000 points. The 

spread is as follows: 

1. Sanitary facilities  400 points 

2. Grounds   250 points 

3. Catering facilities  100 points 

4. Recreation   125 points 

5. Swimming   125 points 

 

Points can be awarded for the presence of certain facilities and for their quality. An ANWB 

inspector evaluates the quality of the facilities on the basis of the following scale: Very good 

(Z), Good (G), Sufficient (V) and Insufficient (O) 
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1. Sanitary facilities 

A campsite can be awarded a maximum of 400 points for the sanitary facilities:  

330 points for quality 

70 points for the presence of special sanitary facilities 

 

1.1 Quality sanitary facilities 

The points given for the quality of the sanitary facilities are spread as follows: 

 Construction sanitary facilities   

Z/ G/ V/ O        150/120/60/0 points 

 Maintenance sanitary facilities  

Z/ G/ V/ O        100/80/40/0 points 

 Hygiene sanitary facilities  

Z/ G/ V/ O        80/60/30/0 points 

 

NB: The inspector does not evaluate sanitary facilities buildings that are for the use of 

permanent guests only. Quality demands are stricter for a sanitary facilities building that is 

used by many campers at tourist pitches compared to one that is used by fewer camping 

guests. If there are several sanitary facilities buildings, the weighted average determines the 

quality of the score. 

 

 

1.2 Special sanitary facilities  

A campsite can be awarded the following points for special sanitary facilities: 

 Wash cubicles       10 points 

 Combi-sanitary facilities      10 points 

 Private sanitary facilities in sanitary facilities building  10 points 

 Washing machine       5 points 

 Clothes dryer        5 points 

 Baby bathing area       10 points 

 Children’s sanitary facilities      10 points 

 Sanitary facilities for the disabled    10 points 

 

NB: Campsites with 100% private sanitary facilities at the pitch are given 30 bonus points to 

compensate for the lack of points for wash cubicles, combi-sanitary facilities and private 

sanitary facilities in the sanitary facilities building. 
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2. Grounds 

A campsite can be awarded a maximum of 250 points for the grounds: 

65 points for the grounds in general 

185 points for the tourist pitches 

 

2.1 Grounds in general: 

The points awarded for grounds in general are spread as follows: 

 Impression grounds  

Z/ G/ V/ O        40/30/15/0 points 

 Grounds hygiene  

Z/ G/ V/ O         20/15/8/0 points 

 View:  

Very attractive/Attractive/Neutral    10/5/0 points 

 Most pitches are level 

Yes/No        5/0 points 

 

NB: 65 points is the maximum score for grounds in general. But if you add up all of the points, 

you see that a total of 75 points can be awarded for grounds. This is based on the viewpoint 

that campsites should be able to get the maximum score without being considered to have a 

(very) attractive view. 

 

2.2 Tourist pitches: 

The points for the tourist pitches are spread as follows: 

 Construction and maintenance pitch  

Z/ G/ V/ O        40/30/15/0 points 

 Wifi at the pitches  

90% or more / 50-90%/ 10-50%    20/15/10 points 

Wifi only in public area/ No Wifi     5/0 points 

 Wifi strength  Z/ G/ V/ O     20/15/8/0 points 

 Most pitches have own electricity connection 

Yes/No         30/0 points 

 Maximum Ampere  

Starting at 16A/ 10-16A/ 6-10A/ 0-6A    20/13/6/0 points 

 Number pitches with own water supply and drain  

More than 50%/ 11-50%/ 1-10%/ 0%    30/20/10/0 points 

 Number pitches with private sanitary facilities  

More than 50%/ 11-50%/ 1-10%/ 0%    10/7/4/0 points 

 Size of pitch  

Most > 100m2/ Most < 100m2)     15/0 points 
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3. Catering facilities 

A campsite can be awarded a maximum of 100 points for catering facilities: 

50 points for grocery shops 

50 points for eating facilities 

 

3.1 Groceries 

The points awarded for groceries are spread as follows: 

 Bread available at campsite     15 points 

 Shop (within 100m)       35 points  

 Supermarket (within 100m)      50 points 

NB: Only the highest score of the above 3 facilities counts. 

 

3.2 Eating facilities 

A new feature is that campsites can also get points for the presence of a restaurant or snack 

bar/take-away meals within 100 metres.  

 

The points awarded for eating facilities are spread as follows: 

 Snack bar and/or Take-away meals (within 100 m)   10 points 

 Restaurant (within 100 m)     10 points 

 Evaluation Restaurant  

Very good/ Good/ Normal/ Simple    30/25/15/5 points 

NB: A restaurant is evaluated only if it is located on the campsite or just outside of the 

campsite so that the campsite influences the quality of the restaurant. 

 

 

4. Recreation 

A campsite can be awarded a maximum of 125 points for recreation: 

50 points for entertainment 

75 points for playgrounds and sports facilities 

 

4.1 Entertainment 

The points awarded for entertainment are spread as follows: 

 Entertainment small children (to 6 years old)    5 points 

 Entertainment children (6 to 12 years old)    5 points 

 Entertainment youth (12 to 17 years old)    5 points 

 Entertainment adults (starting at 18 years old)    5 points 

 

NB: A total of 20 points can be awarded for the above 4 categories, and the maximum score is 

awarded for 15 points. This is based on the viewpoint that a campsite can be given the 

maximum score if, for example, it concentrates on families with children up to 17 years old.  

 

Total number of hours of entertainment per week         

50 hours or more/ 30-50 hours/ 15-30 hours/ 5-15 hours/ 0-5 hours 35/25/15/5/0 points 
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4.2 Play- and sports facilities 

The points awarded for play- and sports facilities are spread as follows: 

Playgrounds   50 points 

Sports facilities/wellness 40 points  

 

NB: The maximum score for play- and sports facilities is 75 points. But if you add up all of the 

points, you see that there is a total of 90 points. This is based on the viewpoint that a 

campsite does not need to have all of the facilities to get a maximum score. 

 

The points awarded for playgrounds are spread as follows: 
 Outdoor playground      8 points 

 Indoor playground       4 points 

 Water playground       4 points 

 Adventure playground      4 points 

 Surface area playground(s)  

(total surface area playground divided by number of pitches)  

From 4m2/ 2-4m2/ 1-2m2/ 0-1m2     15/10/5/0 points 

 Total impression playgrounds   

Z/ G/ V/ O        10/7/3/0 points 

 How many pieces of playground equipment are spread throughout the tourist area  

Many/Several/Few or none     5/3/0 points 

 

The points awarded for sports facilities and wellness are spread as follows: 
 Tennis (indoor/outdoor)      3 points 

 Multi-sports grounds      4 points 

 Football field       3 points 

 (Beach)volleyball court      3 points 

 Basketball court       3 points 

 Nutmeg (football) field      3 points 

 Miniature golf       3 points 

 Horseback/pony riding      3 points 

 Golf        2 points 

 Other special sports facilities (e.g. bowling lanes,  

squash courts, surf school)      4 points 

 Sauna/Turkish bath      2 points 

 Fitness (indoor/outdoor)      2 points 

 Total impression sports facilities   

Z/ G/ V/ O        5/4/2/0 points 
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5. Swimming 

A campsite can be awarded a maximum of 125 points for swimming in a swimming 

pool or natural bodies of water; one part can compensate for the other: 

A campsite with only one or more swimming pools can be awarded the maximum 

of 125 points. A campsite with only a natural body of water can be awarded a 

maximum of 85 points.  

 

5.1 Swimming pools 

A new feature is that campsites can also be awarded points for the presence of a swimming 

pool within 100 metres of the campsite.  

 

The ANWB divides swimming pools into three types: 

 Outdoor swimming pool (within 100 m)    35 points 

 Swimming pool with sliding roof (within 100 m)   40 points 

 Indoor swimming pool (within 100 m)    45 points 

NB: Only the highest score of the above three facilities counts. 

 

A campsite can also be given points for the presence of a: 

 Toddler’s pool(s) (within 100 m)     10 points 

 

A campsite can also be given points for the features below only if the swimming pool/toddler’s 

pool is located on the campsite or just outside of the campsite so that the campsite influences 

the quality:  

 Construction swimming pool/toddler’s pool  

Z/ G/ V/ O        20/15/8/0 points* 

 Maintenance and hygiene swimming pool  

Z/ G/ V/ O        20/15/8/0 points* 

 Surface area swimming pool(s)  

(total surface area of water divided by number of pitches)  

Starting at 2 m²/ 1,5-2 m²/ 1-1,5 m²/ 0,5-1 m²/ 0-0,5 m² 40/30/20/10/0 points** 

 Toddler’s area integrated into swimming pool   5 points 

NB: A campsite is given points for an integrated toddler’s area only if there is no separate 

toddler’s pool. 

 

*  If there are diverse types of swimming pools, the average score for construction, 

maintenance and hygiene counts. 

**  The surface area of swimming pools is based on all of the water surfaces of all pools 

(indoor, outdoor and with a sliding roof) 

 

NB: A campsite with 125 points is given the maximum score. But if you add up all the points, 

you see that a swimming pool with a roof is given 130 points and an indoor swimming pool 

135 points. This is based on the viewpoint that a campsite in a warm country should be able 

to get a maximum score if it has only an outdoor swimming pool. 
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5.2 Swimming in natural body of water  

A new feature is that campsites can also be given points for the presence of a beach at the 

ocean and/or a lake within 500 m and for a beach along a river within 100 m.  

 

The points awarded for a beach at the sea and/or lake are spread as follows: 

 Distance to beach at sea/lake 50 m of minder    25 points* 

 Distance to beach at sea/lake starting at 50 to 150 m   20 points* 

 Distance to beach at sea/lake starting at 150 to 500 m  15 points* 

 

The points awarded for a beach along a river are spread as follows: 

 Distance to beach along a river 50 m or less    15 points* 

 Distance to beach along a river starting at 50 to 100 m  10 points* 

 

A campsite can be given points for the following features only if the distance to the beach is 

150 m or less (NB: for a river, 100 m or less): 

 Impression beach  

Z/ G/ V/ O        30/25/13/0 points** 

 Surface area beach  

Royal (starting at 10.000 m²)/ Normal (1.000-10.000 m²)/  

Small (100-1.000 m²)/ Very small (less than 100 m²)  30/20/10/0 points** 

 

For the classification: 

*  The distance with the highest score counts.  

**  If a campsite has more than one beach, the beach with the highest score for 

impression counts. This also applies to the surface of the beach.   

 

NB: If there is an obstacle (road, railway) between the campsite and the beach, 5 points are 

subtracted. 

 

 

 
In conclusion 

The ANWB has created this document with the utmost care. Nevertheless, some changes may 

have been made in the meantime. 

 

No rights can be derived from this document. 

 

Do you have questions about the ANWB campsite classification? If so, please send an e-mail to 

camping@anwb.nl and we will be happy to provide you with more information. 

mailto:camping@anwb.nl

